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This is how you will act if you are in love with Hiei!
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1 - 1-10

Ok these are the first 10 ways to know if you or somebadyyou know is in love with Hiei!
1. You start saying Hn to everything.
2. You tell everybody you can run super fast like Hiei!
3. All you ever talk about is Hiei.
4. When somebady asks you your name you say"___________ Jaganshi" (Hope I spelled that right)
5. You wear a ring and tell everyone it's you and Hiei'swedding ring.
6. You start repeating everything Hiei says.
7. When ever you dream at night it is always about Hiei.
8. You wear a Bandana and say it is to hide your Jagan eye!
9. You love to sleep/sit in trees.
10. You know everything about Hiei!



2 - 11-20

Here are numbers 11 through 20, enjoy!

11. You look up in every tree you pass to see if Hiei is up there.

12. You act out all of Hiei's moves and actions.

13. You've written a tons of poems about Hiei.

14. You are on a never ending Hiei picture hunt.

15. If someone says they love Hiei more than you, you beat them up untill they say you love him more!

16. If somebady says Hiei is stupid/ugly you beat them up! (though why would anyone say such a thing)

17. You try to run as fast as Hiei.

18. You have all the hiei action figures and you star at them all the time.

19. You start thinking that your action figures are really him and you start talikng to them.

20. You are reading this list! (ok that one was alittle stupid)

There you go! I will add 21-30 if there is a demand for it! So please tell me what you think!
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